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PURPOSE
The purpose of this document is to assist course developer in achievieng alignment between program goals, course
objectives, learning outcomes, assignments, and assessments. In doing so:
• Students learn what is intended
• Faculty can assess what students are, or are not, learning
• Courses can easily be evaluated for effectiveness
• Courses can easily be adjusted to improve effectiveness

COURSE FOUNDATIONS
NAME OF COURSE DEVELOPER
NAME OF PROGRAM
COURSE NAME
COURSE DESCRIPTION

PROGRAM OUTCOMES (POUT)
Program outcomes are general statements about the intent of the program. They are used to create course objectives.
Example 1: Demonstrate professional communication skills in the academic setting and identify how the skills can be
transferred to fire science occupations. Example 2: Use investigative skills necessary for conducting original economic
research and participating effectively in project team.
POUT#
POUT1
POUT2
POUT3
POUT4
POUT5
POUT6
POUT7
POUT8
POUT9
POUT10
POUT11
POUT12

Program Outcome Description
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COURSE OBJECTIVES (COB)
An objective is a general statement about the intention of the instruction. Example1: To familiarize students with a
number of substantive eighteenth-century texts. Example 2: Introduce students to properties of magnetic materials.
COB#

Course Objective Description

POUT #
Association

COB1
COB2
COB3
COB4
COB5
COB6
COB7
COB8
COB9
COB10
COB11
COB12

COURSE LEARNING OUTCOMES (CLO):
Learning Outcomes are detailed descriptions of what a student can demonstrate in terms of knowledge, skills, and
values at the conclusion of a lesson, course, or program. Learning outcomes usually define the way in which a student
will be assessed to prove competency. When writing outcomes, use verbs that are measurable or that describe an
observable action. (See Appendix A for action verbs and their definitions) The best outcomes will include a description of
the conditions ("when given x, you will be able to…") and the acceptable performance level. This is how the learner will
be assessed. Example 1: Students will be able to collect and organize appropriate clinical data (history, physical exam,
laboratory assessments including technology advancements in diagnostic such as PCR).Example 2: When given two
events, you will be able to determine whether they are independent or whether there is a relationship between them
(that is, one event affects the probability of the other). Example 3: When given a case study, students will be able to
identify whether it describes a case of schizophrenia, and if it does, which of the following schizophrenic reactions are
involved: hebephrenic, catatonic, or paranoid.
CLO#
CLO2
CLO3
CLO4
CLO5
CLO6
CLO7
CLO8
CLO9
CLO10
CLO11
CLO12
CLO13
CLO14
CLO15
CLO16
CLO17
CLO18

Course Learning Outcome Description
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COB # Association

LEARNING RESOURCES: REQUIRED
Required resources are necessary for the learner in order to achieve the course learning outcomes. Examples:
textbooks, workbooks, software, vendor sites (MyMathLab, MySociologyLab), websites, etc.
Note: All required resources must meet accessibility requirements or have an alternative access plan created in
conjunction with the Disability Coordinator.

REQUIRED RESOURCE 1:
Accessibility Checked: ☐ Yes ☐ No
Accessibility Passed: ☐ Yes ☐ No
If "No" was selected for either of the above items, provide a statement pertaining to rectifying the situation:
Instructions for Student Access:

Brief statement explaining how the resource supports the course learning outcomes:

REQUIRED RESOURCE 2:
Accessibility Checked: ☐ Yes ☐ No
Accessibility Passed: ☐ Yes ☐ No
If "No" was selected for either of the above items, provide a statement pertaining to rectifying the situation:
Instructions for Student Access:

Brief statement explaining how the resource supports the course learning outcomes:

REQUIRED RESOURCE 3:
Accessibility Checked: ☐ Yes ☐ No
Accessibility Passed: ☐ Yes ☐ No
If "No" was selected for either of the above items, provide a statement pertaining to rectifying the situation:
Instructions for Student Access:

Brief statement explaining how the resource supports the course learning outcomes:
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RECOMMENDED RESOURCES
Recommended resources are items NOT required for learners to achieve the course learning outcomes. Examples: lab
books, workbooks, software, vendor sites (MyMathLab, MySociologyLab), websites, etc.
Note: All recommended resources must meet accessibility requirements or have an alternative access plan created in
conjunction with the Disability Coordinator.

RECOMMENDED RESOURCE 1:
Accessibility Checked: ☐ Yes ☐ No
Accessibility Passed: ☐ Yes ☐ No
If "No" was selected for either of the above items, provide a statement pertaining to rectifying the situation:
Instructions for Student Access:

Brief statement explaining how the resource supports the course learning outcomes:

RECOMMENDED RESOURCE 2:
Accessibility Checked: ☐ Yes ☐ No
Accessibility Passed: ☐ Yes ☐ No
If "No" was selected for either of the above items, provide a statement pertaining to rectifying the situation:
Instructions for Student Access:

Brief statement explaining how the resource supports the course learning outcomes:

RECOMMENDED RESOURCE 3:
Accessibility Checked: ☐ Yes ☐ No
Accessibility Passed: ☐ Yes ☐ No
If "No" was selected for either of the above items, provide a statement pertaining to rectifying the situation:
Instructions for Student Access:

Brief statement explaining how the resource supports the course learning outcomes:
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COURSE GRADED COMPONENTS
COMPONENT GRADING WITH RUBRICS
It is best practice to create a rubric for each component that can be graded. For faculty and students, the rubric defines
what is expected and what will be assessed. Whether for online or face-to-face courses, a rubric indicates that faculty
will evaluate according to specified criteria, making grading and ranking simpler, more transparent, and fairer. Samples
of rubrics can are shown in Appendix B and Appendix C. There are many examples available on the Internet, such as the
ones listed on the Association of American Colleges & Universities site. Reminder: The rubric needs to connect with the
course learning outcomes.

LISTING THE WEEKLY GRADED COMPONENTS
Listing the components below will provide the course designer with an outline of the course gradebook while ensuring
that each valued (graded) component is in alignment with the course learning outcomes. This will also be used when
making a list of weekly items.

WEEK 1
Graded Component(s)

Point
Value

CLO#
Rubric
Association Yes or No

Point
Value

CLO#
Rubric
Association Yes or No

Point
Value

CLO#
Rubric
Association Yes or No

WEEK 2
Graded Component(s)

WEEK 3
Graded Component(s)
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WEEK 4
Graded Component(s)

Point
Value

CLO#
Rubric
Association Yes or No

Point
Value

CLO#
Rubric
Association Yes or No

Point
Value

CLO#
Rubric
Association Yes or No

Point
Value

CLO#
Rubric
Association Yes or No

Point
Value

CLO#
Rubric
Association Yes or No

WEEK 5
Graded Component(s)

WEEK 6
Graded Component(s)

WEEK 7
Graded Component(s)

WEEK 8
Graded Component(s)
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WEEK 9
Graded Component(s)

Point
Value

CLO#
Rubric
Association Yes or No

Point
Value

CLO#
Rubric
Association Yes or No

Point
Value

CLO#
Rubric
Association Yes or No

Point
Value

CLO#
Rubric
Association Yes or No

Point
Value

CLO#
Rubric
Association Yes or No

WEEK 10
Graded Component(s)

WEEK 11
Graded Component(s)

WEEK 12
Graded Component(s)

WEEK 13
Graded Component(s)
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WEEK 14
Graded Component(s)

Point
Value

CLO#
Rubric
Association Yes or No

Point
Value

CLO#
Rubric
Association Yes or No

WEEK 15
Graded Component(s)

SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT(S)
Summative assessments usually appear in the middle and/or at the end of a course. The goal of a summative assessment
is to evaluate student learning by comparing it against some standard or benchmark. Summative assessments are often
high stakes, which means that they have a high point value. Some courses do not contain a comprehensive summative
assessment but instead apply summative assessments at the end of a module or unit. All summative assessments
provide the instructor with invaluable data that can be used to improve a course.

EXAM BASED SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENT (FINAL)
Exam-based summative assessments do not usually use rubrics. These exams should still be created in alignment with
course learning outcomes as well as the course objectives. When developing questions for the summative assessment,
ensure that the subject of each question was discussed at some time in the course and that the question relates to a
course learning outcome.
Do you use exam-based summative assessment(s)? ☐ Yes ☐ No (If "Yes", do not fill out the Project-Based
Summative Final Assessment.
Do you use a single final comprehensive summative assessment (s)? ☐ Yes ☐ No (If "No", please indicate at what
point or points in your course you place examinations, and which CLO#/CLO#s is associated with each exam:
Course Location
Name of Exam
Point
CLO# Association
(Ex. After week 3)
Value
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PROJECT-BASED SUMMATIVE ASSESSMENTS
The rubric used for the summative assessment should be attached to this document. See Appendix C for rubric
examples.
Name of Assignment:
Point Allocation:
CLO#s Association:
Assignment Instructions:

WEEKLY COURSE CONTENT
All course items (reading material, assignments, assessments, discussions, etc.) should show value by linking to a course
learning outcome.

WEEK ONE
Week One Course Learning Outcomes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Introduction
Introduce the concepts that will be presented in the week's content, draw on any references from previous weeks for continuity and
highlight salient points. Provide general instructions for activities and provide the students with a map for the week's learning.
Highlight and clarify the major concepts from the reading.

Week One Introduction:

Week One Required Readings
Reading Assignment
(Indicate textbook, website, etc.)

Brief Summary

CLO# Association
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Week One Recommended Readings
Reading Assignment
(Indicate textbook, website, etc.)

Brief Summary

CLO# Association

Week One Discussion(s)
Discussions must align with and support weekly and course learning outcome(s).
Discussion Topic

Point
Allocation

CLO#
Association

Rubric
Yes / No

Total Possible
Points

Week One Assignments
List all graded or ungraded assignments. Assignments must align with and support weekly and course learning
outcome(s).
Assignment Name(s)

Point
Allocation

CLO#
Association

Rubric
Yes / No

Total Possible
Points

Week One Formative Assessment(s)
The goal of formative assessment is to monitor student learning and to provide ongoing feedback. The use of formative assessments
can help students identify their strengths and weaknesses and target areas that need work, and help faculty recognize where
students are struggling and address problems immediately. Formative assessments are generally low stakes, which means that they
have low or no point value. Examples: Chapter or weekly quizzes, KWL strategy, concept mapping, reflective writing/journaling, selftest, etc.
Formative Assessment Name(s)

Point
Allocation

CLO#
Association

Rubric
Yes / No

Total Possible
Points

WEEK TWO
Week Two Course Learning Outcomes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Introduction
Introduce the concepts that will be presented in the week's content, draw on any references from previous weeks for continuity and
highlight salient points. Provide general instructions for activities and provide the students with a map for the week's learning.
Highlight and clarify the major concepts from the reading.

Week Two Introduction:
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Week Two Required Readings
Reading Assignment
(Indicate textbook, website, etc.)

Brief Summary

CLO# Association

Week Two Recommended Readings
Reading Assignment
(Indicate textbook, website, etc.)

Brief Summary

CLO# Association

Week Two Discussion(s)
Discussions must align with and support weekly and course learning outcome(s).
Discussion Topic

Point
Allocation

CLO#
Association

Rubric
Yes / No

Total Possible
Points

Week Two Assignments
List all graded or ungraded assignments. Assignments must align with and support weekly and course learning
outcome(s).
Assignment Name(s)

Point
Allocation

CLO#
Association

Rubric
Yes / No

Total Possible
Points

Week Two Formative Assessment(s)
The goal of formative assessment is to monitor student learning and to provide ongoing feedback. The use of formative assessments
can help students identify their strengths and weaknesses and target areas that need work, and help faculty recognize where
students are struggling and address problems immediately. Formative assessments are generally low stakes, which means that they
have low or no point value. Examples: Chapter or weekly quizzes, KWL strategy, concept mapping, reflective writing/journaling, selftest, etc.
Formative Assessment Name(s)

Point
Allocation

WEEK THREE
Week Three Course Learning Outcomes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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CLO#
Association

Rubric
Yes / No

Total Possible
Points

Introduction
Introduce the concepts that will be presented in the week's content, draw on any references from previous weeks for continuity and
highlight salient points. Provide general instructions for activities and provide the students with a map for the week's learning.
Highlight and clarify the major concepts from the reading.

Week Three Introduction:

Week Three Required Readings
Reading Assignment
(Indicate textbook, website, etc.)

Brief Summary

CLO# Association

Week Three Recommended Readings
Reading Assignment
(Indicate textbook, website, etc.)

Brief Summary

CLO# Association

Week Three Discussion(s)
Discussions must align with and support weekly and course learning outcome(s).
Discussion Topic

Point
Allocation

CLO#
Association

Rubric
Yes / No

Total Possible
Points

Week Three Assignments
List all graded or ungraded assignments. Assignments must align with and support weekly and course learning
outcome(s).
Assignment Name(s)

Point
Allocation

CLO#
Association

Rubric
Yes / No

Total Possible
Points

Week Three Formative Assessment(s)
The goal of formative assessment is to monitor student learning and to provide ongoing feedback. The use of formative assessments
can help students identify their strengths and weaknesses and target areas that need work, and help faculty recognize where
students are struggling and address problems immediately. Formative assessments are generally low stakes, which means that they
have low or no point value. Examples: Chapter or weekly quizzes, KWL strategy, concept mapping, reflective writing/journaling, selftest, etc.
Formative Assessment Name(s)

Point
Allocation
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CLO#
Association

Rubric
Yes / No

Total Possible
Points

WEEK FOUR
Week Four Course Learning Outcomes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Introduction
Introduce the concepts that will be presented in the week's content, draw on any references from previous weeks for continuity and
highlight salient points. Provide general instructions for activities and provide the students with a map for the week's learning.
Highlight and clarify the major concepts from the reading.

Week Four Introduction:

Week Four Required Readings
Reading Assignment
(Indicate textbook, website, etc.)

Brief Summary

CLO# Association

Week Four Recommended Readings
Reading Assignment
(Indicate textbook, website, etc.)

Brief Summary

CLO# Association

Week Four Discussion(s)
Discussions must align with and support weekly and course learning outcome(s).
Discussion Topic

Point
Allocation

CLO#
Association

Rubric
Yes / No

Total Possible
Points

Week Four Assignments
List all graded or ungraded assignments. Assignments must align with and support weekly and course learning
outcome(s).
Assignment Name(s)

Point
Allocation
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CLO#
Association

Rubric
Yes / No

Total Possible
Points

Week Four Formative Assessment(s)
The goal of formative assessment is to monitor student learning and to provide ongoing feedback. The use of formative assessments
can help students identify their strengths and weaknesses and target areas that need work, and help faculty recognize where
students are struggling and address problems immediately. Formative assessments are generally low stakes, which means that they
have low or no point value. Examples: Chapter or weekly quizzes, KWL strategy, concept mapping, reflective writing/journaling, selftest, etc.
Formative Assessment Name(s)

Point
Allocation

CLO#
Association

Rubric
Yes / No

Total Possible
Points

WEEK FIVE
Week Five Course Learning Outcomes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Introduction
Introduce the concepts that will be presented in the week's content, draw on any references from previous weeks for continuity and
highlight salient points. Provide general instructions for activities and provide the students with a map for the week's learning.
Highlight and clarify the major concepts from the reading.

Week Five Introduction:

Week Five Required Readings
Reading Assignment
(Indicate textbook, website, etc.)

Brief Summary

CLO# Association

Brief Summary

CLO# Association

Week Five Recommended Readings
Reading Assignment
(Indicate textbook, website, etc.)

Week Five Discussion(s)
Discussions must align with and support weekly and course learning outcome(s).
Discussion Topic

Point
Allocation
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CLO#
Association

Rubric
Yes / No

Total Possible
Points

Week Five Assignments
List all graded or ungraded assignments. Assignments must align with and support weekly and course learning
outcome(s).
Assignment Name(s)

Point
Allocation

CLO#
Association

Rubric
Yes / No

Total Possible
Points

Week Five Formative Assessment(s)
The goal of formative assessment is to monitor student learning and to provide ongoing feedback. The use of formative assessments
can help students identify their strengths and weaknesses and target areas that need work, and help faculty recognize where
students are struggling and address problems immediately. Formative assessments are generally low stakes, which means that they
have low or no point value. Examples: Chapter or weekly quizzes, KWL strategy, concept mapping, reflective writing/journaling, selftest, etc.
Formative Assessment Name(s)

Point
Allocation

CLO#
Association

Rubric
Yes / No

Total Possible
Points

WEEK SIX
Week Six Course Learning Outcomes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Introduction
Introduce the concepts that will be presented in the week's content, draw on any references from previous weeks for continuity and
highlight salient points. Provide general instructions for activities and provide the students with a map for the week's learning.
Highlight and clarify the major concepts from the reading.

Week Six Introduction:

Week Six Required Readings
Reading Assignment
(Indicate textbook, website, etc.)

Brief Summary

CLO# Association
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Week Six Recommended Readings
Reading Assignment
(Indicate textbook, website, etc.)

Brief Summary

CLO# Association

Week Six Discussion(s)
Discussions must align with and support weekly and course learning outcome(s).
Discussion Topic

Point
Allocation

CLO#
Association

Rubric
Yes / No

Total Possible
Points

Week Six Assignments
List all graded or ungraded assignments. Assignments must align with and support weekly and course learning
outcome(s).
Assignment Name(s)

Point
Allocation

CLO#
Association

Rubric
Yes / No

Total Possible
Points

Week Six Formative Assessment(s)
The goal of formative assessment is to monitor student learning and to provide ongoing feedback. The use of formative assessments
can help students identify their strengths and weaknesses and target areas that need work, and help faculty recognize where
students are struggling and address problems immediately. Formative assessments are generally low stakes, which means that they
have low or no point value. Examples: Chapter or weekly quizzes, KWL strategy, concept mapping, reflective writing/journaling, selftest, etc.
Formative Assessment Name(s)

Point
Allocation

CLO#
Association

Rubric
Yes / No

Total Possible
Points

WEEK SEVEN
Week Seven Course Learning Outcomes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Introduction
Introduce the concepts that will be presented in the week's content, draw on any references from previous weeks for continuity and
highlight salient points. Provide general instructions for activities and provide the students with a map for the week's learning.
Highlight and clarify the major concepts from the reading.

Week Seven Introduction:
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Week Seven Required Readings
Reading Assignment
(Indicate textbook, website, etc.)

Brief Summary

CLO# Association

Week Seven Recommended Readings
Reading Assignment
(Indicate textbook, website, etc.)

Brief Summary

CLO# Association

Week Seven Discussion(s)
Discussions must align with and support weekly and course learning outcome(s).
Discussion Topic

Point
Allocation

CLO#
Association

Rubric
Yes / No

Total Possible
Points

Week Seven Assignments
List all graded or ungraded assignments. Assignments must align with and support weekly and course learning
outcome(s).
Assignment Name(s)

Point
Allocation

CLO#
Association

Rubric
Yes / No

Total Possible
Points

Week Seven Formative Assessment(s)
The goal of formative assessment is to monitor student learning and to provide ongoing feedback. The use of formative assessments
can help students identify their strengths and weaknesses and target areas that need work, and help faculty recognize where
students are struggling and address problems immediately. Formative assessments are generally low stakes, which means that they
have low or no point value. Examples: Chapter or weekly quizzes, KWL strategy, concept mapping, reflective writing/journaling, selftest, etc.
Formative Assessment Name(s)

Point
Allocation

WEEK EIGHT
Week Eight Course Learning Outcomes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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CLO#
Association

Rubric
Yes / No

Total Possible
Points

Introduction
Introduce the concepts that will be presented in the week's content, draw on any references from previous weeks for continuity and
highlight salient points. Provide general instructions for activities and provide the students with a map for the week's learning.
Highlight and clarify the major concepts from the reading.

Week Eight Introduction:

Week Eight Required Readings
Reading Assignment
(Indicate textbook, website, etc.)

Brief Summary

CLO# Association

Week Eight Recommended Readings
Reading Assignment
(Indicate textbook, website, etc.)

Brief Summary

CLO# Association

Week Eight Discussion(s)
Discussions must align with and support weekly and course learning outcome(s).
Discussion Topic

Point
Allocation

CLO#
Association

Rubric
Yes / No

Total Possible
Points

Week Eight Assignments
List all graded or ungraded assignments. Assignments must align with and support weekly and course learning
outcome(s).
Assignment Name(s)

Point
Allocation

CLO#
Association

Rubric
Yes / No

Total Possible
Points

Week Eight Formative Assessment(s)
The goal of formative assessment is to monitor student learning and to provide ongoing feedback. The use of formative assessments
can help students identify their strengths and weaknesses and target areas that need work, and help faculty recognize where
students are struggling and address problems immediately. Formative assessments are generally low stakes, which means that they
have low or no point value. Examples: Chapter or weekly quizzes, KWL strategy, concept mapping, reflective writing/journaling, selftest, etc.
Formative Assessment Name(s)

Point
Allocation
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CLO#
Association

Rubric
Yes / No

Total Possible
Points

WEEK NINE
Week Nine Course Learning Outcomes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Introduction
Introduce the concepts that will be presented in the week's content, draw on any references from previous weeks for continuity and
highlight salient points. Provide general instructions for activities and provide the students with a map for the week's learning.
Highlight and clarify the major concepts from the reading.

Week Nine Introduction:

Week Nine Required Readings
Reading Assignment
(Indicate textbook, website, etc.)

Brief Summary

CLO# Association

Week Nine Recommended Readings
Reading Assignment
(Indicate textbook, website, etc.)

Brief Summary

CLO# Association

Week Nine Discussion(s)
Discussions must align with and support weekly and course learning outcome(s).
Discussion Topic

Point
Allocation

CLO#
Association

Rubric
Yes / No

Total Possible
Points

Week Nine Assignments
List all graded or ungraded assignments. Assignments must align with and support weekly and course learning
outcome(s).
Assignment Name(s)

Point
Allocation
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CLO#
Association

Rubric
Yes / No

Total Possible
Points

Week Nine Formative Assessment(s)
The goal of formative assessment is to monitor student learning and to provide ongoing feedback. The use of formative assessments
can help students identify their strengths and weaknesses and target areas that need work, and help faculty recognize where
students are struggling and address problems immediately. Formative assessments are generally low stakes, which means that they
have low or no point value. Examples: Chapter or weekly quizzes, KWL strategy, concept mapping, reflective writing/journaling, selftest, etc.
Formative Assessment Name(s)

Point
Allocation

CLO#
Association

Rubric
Yes / No

Total Possible
Points

WEEK TEN
Week Ten Course Learning Outcomes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Introduction
Introduce the concepts that will be presented in the week's content, draw on any references from previous weeks for continuity and
highlight salient points. Provide general instructions for activities and provide the students with a map for the week's learning.
Highlight and clarify the major concepts from the reading.

Week Ten Introduction:

Week Ten Required Readings
Reading Assignment
(Indicate textbook, website, etc.)

Brief Summary

CLO# Association

Brief Summary

CLO# Association

Week Ten Recommended Readings
Reading Assignment
(Indicate textbook, website, etc.)

Week Ten Discussion(s)
Discussions must align with and support weekly and course learning outcome(s).
Discussion Topic

Point
Allocation
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CLO#
Association

Rubric
Yes / No

Total Possible
Points

Week Ten Assignments
List all graded or ungraded assignments. Assignments must align with and support weekly and course learning
outcome(s).
Assignment Name(s)

Point
Allocation

CLO#
Association

Rubric
Yes / No

Total Possible
Points

Week Ten Formative Assessment(s)
The goal of formative assessment is to monitor student learning and to provide ongoing feedback. The use of formative assessments
can help students identify their strengths and weaknesses and target areas that need work, and help faculty recognize where
students are struggling and address problems immediately. Formative assessments are generally low stakes, which means that they
have low or no point value. Examples: Chapter or weekly quizzes, KWL strategy, concept mapping, reflective writing/journaling, selftest, etc.
Formative Assessment Name(s)

Point
Allocation

CLO#
Association

Rubric
Yes / No

Total Possible
Points

WEEK ELEVEN
Week Eleven Course Learning Outcomes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Introduction
Introduce the concepts that will be presented in the week's content, draw on any references from previous weeks for continuity and
highlight salient points. Provide general instructions for activities and provide the students with a map for the week's learning.
Highlight and clarify the major concepts from the reading.

Week Eleven Introduction:

Week Eleven Required Readings
Reading Assignment
(Indicate textbook, website, etc.)

Brief Summary

CLO# Association
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Week Eleven Recommended Readings
Reading Assignment
(Indicate textbook, website, etc.)

Brief Summary

CLO# Association

Week Eleven Discussion(s)
Discussions must align with and support weekly and course learning outcome(s).
Discussion Topic

Point
Allocation

CLO#
Association

Rubric
Yes / No

Total Possible
Points

Week Eleven Assignments
List all graded or ungraded assignments. Assignments must align with and support weekly and course learning
outcome(s).
Assignment Name(s)

Point
Allocation

CLO#
Association

Rubric
Yes / No

Total Possible
Points

Week Eleven Formative Assessment(s)
The goal of formative assessment is to monitor student learning and to provide ongoing feedback. The use of formative assessments
can help students identify their strengths and weaknesses and target areas that need work, and help faculty recognize where
students are struggling and address problems immediately. Formative assessments are generally low stakes, which means that they
have low or no point value. Examples: Chapter or weekly quizzes, KWL strategy, concept mapping, reflective writing/journaling, selftest, etc.
Formative Assessment Name(s)

Point
Allocation

CLO#
Association

Rubric
Yes / No

Total Possible
Points

WEEK TWELVE
Week Twelve Course Learning Outcomes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Introduction
Introduce the concepts that will be presented in the week's content, draw on any references from previous weeks for continuity and
highlight salient points. Provide general instructions for activities and provide the students with a map for the week's learning.
Highlight and clarify the major concepts from the reading.

Week Twelve Introduction:
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Week Twelve Required Readings
Reading Assignment
(Indicate textbook, website, etc.)

Brief Summary

CLO# Association

Week Twelve Recommended Readings
Reading Assignment
(Indicate textbook, website, etc.)

Brief Summary

CLO# Association

Week Twelve Discussion(s)
Discussions must align with and support weekly and course learning outcome(s).
Discussion Topic

Point
Allocation

CLO#
Association

Rubric
Yes / No

Total Possible
Points

Week Twelve Assignments
List all graded or ungraded assignments. Assignments must align with and support weekly and course learning
outcome(s).
Assignment Name(s)

Point
Allocation

CLO#
Association

Rubric
Yes / No

Total Possible
Points

Week Twelve Formative Assessment(s)
The goal of formative assessment is to monitor student learning and to provide ongoing feedback. The use of formative assessments
can help students identify their strengths and weaknesses and target areas that need work, and help faculty recognize where
students are struggling and address problems immediately. Formative assessments are generally low stakes, which means that they
have low or no point value. Examples: Chapter or weekly quizzes, KWL strategy, concept mapping, reflective writing/journaling, selftest, etc.
Formative Assessment Name(s)

Point
Allocation

WEEK THIRTEEN
Week Thirteen Course Learning Outcomes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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CLO#
Association

Rubric
Yes / No

Total Possible
Points

Introduction
Introduce the concepts that will be presented in the week's content, draw on any references from previous weeks for continuity and
highlight salient points. Provide general instructions for activities and provide the students with a map for the week's learning.
Highlight and clarify the major concepts from the reading.

Week Thirteen Introduction:

Week Thirteen Required Readings
Reading Assignment
(Indicate textbook, website, etc.)

Brief Summary

CLO# Association

Week Thirteen Recommended Readings
Reading Assignment
(Indicate textbook, website, etc.)

Brief Summary

CLO# Association

Week Thirteen Discussion(s)
Discussions must align with and support weekly and course learning outcome(s).
Discussion Topic

Point
Allocation

CLO#
Association

Rubric
Yes / No

Total Possible
Points

Week Thirteen Assignments
List all graded or ungraded assignments. Assignments must align with and support weekly and course learning
outcome(s).
Assignment Name(s)

Point
Allocation

CLO#
Association

Rubric
Yes / No

Total Possible
Points

Week Thirteen Formative Assessment(s)
The goal of formative assessment is to monitor student learning and to provide ongoing feedback. The use of formative assessments
can help students identify their strengths and weaknesses and target areas that need work, and help faculty recognize where
students are struggling and address problems immediately. Formative assessments are generally low stakes, which means that they
have low or no point value. Examples: Chapter or weekly quizzes, KWL strategy, concept mapping, reflective writing/journaling, selftest, etc.
Formative Assessment Name(s)

Point
Allocation
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CLO#
Association

Rubric
Yes / No

Total Possible
Points

WEEK FOURTEEN
Week Fourteen Course Learning Outcomes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Introduction
Introduce the concepts that will be presented in the week's content, draw on any references from previous weeks for continuity and
highlight salient points. Provide general instructions for activities and provide the students with a map for the week's learning.
Highlight and clarify the major concepts from the reading.

Week Fourteen Introduction:

Week Fourteen Required Readings
Reading Assignment
(Indicate textbook, website, etc.)

Brief Summary

CLO# Association

Week Fourteen Recommended Readings
Reading Assignment
(Indicate textbook, website, etc.)

Brief Summary

CLO# Association

Week Fourteen Discussion(s)
Discussions must align with and support weekly and course learning outcome(s).
Discussion Topic

Point
Allocation

CLO#
Association

Rubric
Yes / No

Total Possible
Points

Week Fourteen Assignments
List all graded or ungraded assignments. Assignments must align with and support weekly and course learning
outcome(s).
Assignment Name(s)

Point
Allocation

CLO#
Association

Rubric
Yes / No

Total Possible
Points

Week Fourteen Formative Assessment(s)
The goal of formative assessment is to monitor student learning and to provide ongoing feedback. The use of formative assessments
can help students identify their strengths and weaknesses and target areas that need work, and help faculty recognize where
students are struggling and address problems immediately. Formative assessments are generally low stakes, which means that they
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have low or no point value. Examples: Chapter or weekly quizzes, KWL strategy, concept mapping, reflective writing/journaling, selftest, etc.
Formative Assessment Name(s)

Point
Allocation

CLO#
Association

Rubric
Yes / No

Total Possible
Points

WEEK FIFTEEN
Week Fifteen Course Learning Outcomes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Introduction
Introduce the concepts that will be presented in the week's content, draw on any references from previous weeks for continuity and
highlight salient points. Provide general instructions for activities and provide the students with a map for the week's learning.
Highlight and clarify the major concepts from the reading.

Week Fifteen Introduction:

Week Fifteen Required Readings
Reading Assignment
(Indicate textbook, website, etc.)

Brief Summary

CLO# Association

Week Fifteen Recommended Readings
Reading Assignment
(Indicate textbook, website, etc.)

Brief Summary

CLO# Association

Week Fifteen Discussion(s)
Discussions must align with and support weekly and course learning outcome(s).
Discussion Topic

Point
Allocation
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CLO#
Association

Rubric
Yes / No

Total Possible
Points

Week Fifteen Assignments
List all graded or ungraded assignments. Assignments must align with and support weekly and course learning
outcome(s).
Assignment Name(s)

Point
Allocation

CLO#
Association

Rubric
Yes / No

Total Possible
Points

Week Fifteen Formative Assessment(s)
The goal of formative assessment is to monitor student learning and to provide ongoing feedback. The use of formative assessments
can help students identify their strengths and weaknesses and target areas that need work, and help faculty recognize where
students are struggling and address problems immediately. Formative assessments are generally low stakes, which means that they
have low or no point value. Examples: Chapter or weekly quizzes, KWL strategy, concept mapping, reflective writing/journaling, selftest, etc.
Formative Assessment Name(s)

Point
Allocation
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CLO#
Association

Rubric
Yes / No

Total Possible
Points

APPENDIX A: ACTION VERBS FOR COURSE LEARNING OUTCOMES
BLOOM'S TAXONOMY ACTION VERBS
Definitions

Knowledge

Comprehension

Application

Analysis

Synthesis

Evaluation

Bloom's
Definition

Remember
previously
learned
information.

Demonstrate an
understanding of
the facts.

Apply knowledge
to actual
situations.

Break down objects
or ideas into
simpler parts and
find evidence to
support
generalizations.

Compile
components ideas
into a new whole
or propose
alternative
solutions.

Make and defend
judgments based
on internal
evidence or
external criteria.

Verbs

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arrange
Define
Describe
Duplicate
Identify
Label
List
Match
Memorize
Name
Order
Outline
Recognize
Relate
Recall
Repeat
Reproduce
Select
State

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Classify
Convert
Defend
Describe
Discuss
Distinguish
Estimate
Explain
Express
Extend
Generalized
Give
example(s)
Identify
Indicate
Infer
Locate
Paraphrase
Predict
Recognize
Rewrite
Review
Select
Summarize
Translate

Apply
Change
Choose
Compute
Demonstrate
Discover
Dramatize
Employ
Illustrate
Interpret
Manipulate
Modify
Operate
Practice
Predict
Prepare
Produce
Relate
Schedule
Show
Sketch
Solve
Use
Write
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Analyze
Appraise
Breakdown
Calculate
Categorize
Compare
Contrast
Criticize
Diagram
Differentiate
Discriminate
Distinguish
Examine
Experiment
Identify
Illustrate
Infer
Model
Outline
Point out
Question
Relate
Select
Separate
Subdivide
Test

Arrange
Assemble
Categorize
Collect
Combine
Comply
Compose
Construct
Create
Design
Develop
Devise
Explain
Formulate
Generate
Plan
Prepare
Rearrange
Reconstruct
Relate
Reorganize
Revise
Rewrite
Set up
Summarize
Synthesize
Tell
Write

Appraise
Argue
Assess
Attach
Choose
Compare
Conclude
Contrast
Defend
Describe
Discriminate
Estimate
Evaluate
Explain
Judge
Justify
Interpret
Relate
Predict
Rate
Select
Summarize
Support
Value

APPENDIX B: RUBRICS FOR DISCUSSIONS
DISCUSSION BOARD GRADING RUBRIC 1
Category

D
Points =

C
Points =

B
Points =

A
Points =

Promptness and
Initiative

Does not respond to
most postings; rarely
participates freely

Responds to most postings
several days after initial
discussion; limited
initiative

Responds to most postings
within a 24 hour period;
requires occasional
prompting to post

Consistently
responds to postings
in less than 24
hours; demonstrates
good self-initiative

Delivery of Post

Utilizes poor spelling
and grammar in most
posts; posts appear
"hasty"

Errors in spelling and
grammar evidenced in
several posts

Few grammatical or spelling
errors are noted in posts

Consistently uses
grammatically
correct posts with
rare misspellings

Relevance of
Post

Posts topics which do
not relate to the
discussion content;
makes short or
irrelevant remarks

Occasionally posts off
topic; most posts are short
in length and offer no
further insight into the
topic

Frequently posts topics that
are related to discussion
content; prompts further
discussion of topic

Consistently posts
topics related to
discussion topic;
cites additional
references related
to topic

Expression
within the post

Does not express
opinions or ideas
clearly; no connection
to topic

Unclear connection to
topic evidenced in
minimal expression of
opinions or ideas

Opinions and ideas are stately Expresses opinions
clearly with occasional lack of and ideas in a clear
connection to topic
and concise manner
with obvious
connection to topic

Contribution to
the Learning
Community

Does not make effort to
participate in learning
community as it
develops; seems
indifferent

Occasionally makes
meaningful reflection on
group's efforts; marginal
effort to become involved
with group

Frequently attempts to direct
the discussion and to present
relevant viewpoints for
consideration by group;
interacts freely

Aware of needs of
community;
frequently attempts
to motivate the
group discussion;
presents creative
approaches to topic
Total Points
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Score

Discussion Board Grading Rubric 2
*Explanation Below
Criteria
Critical Analysis
(Understanding
of Activities and
Outside
References)

Participation in
the Learning
Community
maximum of 2
points available

Unsatisfactory = 0
Discussion postings
show little or no
evidence that activities
were completed or
understood. Postings
lack supporting
statements with
concepts from the
activities, outside
resources, relevant
research, or specific
real-life application.
Discussion postings do
not contribute to
ongoing conversations
or respond to peers'
postings. There is no
evidence of replies to
questions.

Timing of
Postings
maximum of 1
point available
Etiquette in
Dialogue with
Peers

Discussion postings are
posted after noon on
the last day of the
module.
Written interactions on
the discussion board
show disrespect for the
viewpoints of others.

Quality of
Writing and
Proofreading

Written responses
contain numerous
grammatical, spelling or
punctuation errors. The
style of writing does not
facilitate effective
communication.

Limited = 1
Discussion postings do
not link activities to
outside references,
relevant research or
specific real-life
application. Sources
are not cited.

Proficient = 2
Discussion postings
display an understanding
of the required activity
and its relevance to reallife applications.

Exemplary = 3
Discussion postings
display an excellent
understanding of the
required activity. Postings
integrate relevant
research or specific reallife application to support
important points. Sources
are cited.

Discussion postings
sometimes contribute
to ongoing
conversations as
evidenced by —
affirming statements
or references to
relevant research or,
— asking related
questions or, —
making an oppositional
statement supported
by any personal
experience or related
research.

Discussion postings
contribute to the class'
ongoing conversations as
evidenced by — affirming
statements or references
to relevant research or,
— asking related
questions or, — making
an oppositional
statement supported by
any personal experience
or related research.

Discussion postings
actively stimulate and
sustain further discussion
by building on peers'
responses including —
building a focused
argument around a
specific issue or — asking
a new related question or
— making an oppositional
statement supported by
personal experience or
related research.

Some of the written
interactions on the
discussion board show
respect and interest in
the viewpoints of
others.

Written interactions on
the discussion board
show respect and
interest in the viewpoints
of others.

Written responses
include some
grammatical, spelling
or punctuation errors
that distract the
reader.

Written responses are
largely free of
grammatical, spelling or
punctuation errors. The
style of writing generally
facilitates
communication.

Points

Discussion postings are
early enough in the
module that others can
read and respond.
Written interactions on
the discussion board show
respect and sensitivity to
peers' gender, cultural
and linguistic background,
sexual orientation,
political and religious
beliefs.
Written responses are
free of grammatical,
spelling or punctuation
errors. The style of writing
facilitates communication.

Total Points

Adapted and used with permission from Joan M. Vandervelde. Original
Discussion Points Explained
Open class discussion is an essential and significant part of an online course. While class discussion, whether online or face-toface, can be characterized by free-flowing conversation, there are identifiable characteristics that distinguish exemplary
contributions to class discussion from those of lesser quality. The criteria found on the rubric above will be used to assess the
quality of your initial postings and responses to the postings and comments of peers during class discussion.
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Note: Initial postings are your comments based on the discussion prompt posted by the instructor. Responses to others are
your replies to your peers' initial postings.
Original posting earns:
• Critical Analysis = 0 - 3 points
• Participation in the Learning Community (deadline is noon of due date for up to 1 point for timing of postings). = 0 - 1
points
• Etiquette in the Dialogue with Peers = 0 - 2 points
• Quality of Writing and Proofreading = 0 - 2 points
• 8 points maximum
Response posting
• Participation in the Learning = 0 - 2 points
• Etiquette in the Dialogue with Peers = 0-1 points
• Quality of Writing and Proofreading = 0-1 points
• 4 points maximum
Adapted and used with permission from Joan M. Vandervelde. Original Appendix C: Rubrics for Assignments or assessments
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RUBRIC EXAMPLE: PRESENTATION
Standards
Organization

Content

Quality of conclusion

Delivery

Use of media

Response to Questions

Exemplary
Point Value =
Has a clear opening
statement that catches
audience's interest;
maintains focus
throughout; summarizes
main points
Demonstrates substance
and depth; is
comprehensive; shows
mastery of material
Delivers a conclusion that
is well documented and
persuasive
Has natural delivery;
modulates voice; is
articulate; projects
enthusiasm, interest, and
confidence; uses body
language effectively
Uses slides effortlessly to
enhance presentation; has
an effective presentation
without media
Demonstrates full
knowledge of topic;
explains and elaborates on
all questions

Satisfactory
Point Value =
Has opening statement
relevant to topic and gives
outline of speech; is
mostly organized;
provides adequate "road
map" for the listener
Covers topic; uses
appropriate sources; is
objective

Unacceptable
Point Value =
Has no opening statement or has an
irrelevant statement; gives the
listener no focus or outline of the
presentation

Summarizes
presentation's main
points; draws conclusions
based upon these points
Has appropriate pace; has
no distracting
mannerisms; is easily
understood;

Has missing or poor conclusion; is
not tied to analysis; does not
summarize points that support the
conclusion
Is often hard to understand; has
voice that is too soft or too loud; has
a pace that is too quick or too slow;
demonstrates one or more
distracting mannerisms

Looks at slides to keep on
track; uses an appropriate
number of slides

Relies heavily on slides and notes;
makes little eye contact; uses slides
with too much text

Shows ease in answering
questions but does not
elaborate

Demonstrates little grasp of
information; has undeveloped or
unclear answers to questions

Does not give adequate coverage of
topic; lacks sources

Total Points

Adapted from rubric Samples for Higher Education
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Points
Achieved

RUBRIC EXAMPLE: RESEARCH PAPER
Standards
Abstract

Introduction

Discussion

Summary

Mechanics and
documentation

Exemplary
Point Value =
Clearly states problem and
question to be resolved; clearly
summarizes method, results, and
conclusions
Provides background research into
the topic and summarizes
important findings from the review
of the literature; describes the
problem to be solved; justifies the
study; explains the significance of
the problem to an audience of nonspecialists
Addresses the topic with clarity;
organizes and synthesizes
information; and draws conclusions
Presents a logical explanation for
findings; presents clear
recommendations and/or
implications for future research
Is free or almost free of errors of
grammar, spelling, and writing
mechanics; appropriately
documents sources

Satisfactory
Point Value =
Summarizes problem, method,
results, and conclusions but
lacks some details

Unacceptable
Point Value =
Is vague about the problem;
does not provide a summary
of the whole project

Provides background research
into the topic and describes the
problem to be solved

Provides background research
into the topic but does not
describe the problem to be
solved; insufficient or
nonexistent explanation of
details to non-specialists

Addresses the topic; lacks
substantive conclusions;
sometimes digresses from the
topic of focus
Presents a logical explanation
for findings

Presents little to no clarity in
formulating conclusions
and/or organization

Has errors, but they don't
represent a significant
distraction; documents sources

Has errors that obscure the
meaning of content or add
confusion; neglects important
sources or documents few to
no resources
Total Points

Adapted from rubric Samples for Higher Education.
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Does not adequately explain
the findings

Points
Achieved

RUBRIC EXAMPLE: GROUP WORK
Scoring
For each category, award the group members using this scale.
3 – Better than most of the group in this respect
2 – About average for the group in this respect
1 – Not as good as most of the group in this respect
0 – No help at all to the group in this respect
Rating
Comments, Examples, Explanations, Etc.
Group Participation
Attends meetings regularly and on time.
Time Management & Responsibility
Accepts fair share of work and reliably
completes it by the required time.
Adaptability
Displays or tries to develop a wide range of skills
in service of the project readily accepts changed
approach or constructive criticism.
Creativity/Originality
Problem-solves when faced with impasses or
challenges, originates new ideas, initiates team
decisions.
Communication Skills
Effective in discussions, good listener, capable
presenter, proficient at diagramming,
representing, and documenting work.
General Team Skills
Positive attitude encourages and motivates
team, supports team decisions, helps team
reach consensus, helps resolve conflicts in the
group.
Technical Skills
Ability to create and develop materials on own
initiative provides technical solutions to
problems.
Total Points
(adapted from Goldfinch, 1994; Lejk & Wyvill, 2001)
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